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Gibson Cage

Classic rock, punk, blues, and generation X in a blender. It
can be rough or it can be tender. Tidal waves of rhythm,
towing you under. Smooth as rain, and then sharp as thun-
der. A Key West hurricane rocking the stage, that’s the
sound of Gibson Cage!

The above statement is a true, original description of Gibson Cage. Heavy on one end,
and light on the other... Gibson Cage, at 6’ 4” tall,  is a name and face to remember. In
the preparatory stage of a planned 2011 national and international tour, we are actively
seeking performance venues for 2010 dates throughout the United States.

With an all-star cast behind him, including famed Gibson Cage producer Dale Russell
(formerly of The Guess Who), Cage’s dedication, perserverance, and over 10 years of
writing amazing award-winning original material has finally came to fruition. The likes
of Russell, Jeff “Skunk” Baxter of the Doobie Brothers / Steely Dan, and Bob
Kulick of W.A.S.P., KISS, and Meat Loaf fame all recorded with him on his last
album. His current touring band consists of rockin’ cats from throughout Florida that
have national touring experience. Longtime Tesla member Tommy Skeoch has per-
formed in Gibson’s band for his last few performances, and he is joined on stage by a
dynamite female backup vocalist.

One might be hard pressed to define the music of Gibson Cage...a fusion of southern
rock, jazz, blues, blue grass, grunge, gospel, country, and some heavy metal.... but that
is exactly what has made fans fall in love with the music!

The range of his vocals can go from as smooth as butterscotch to as raw as Janis
Joplin’s heart and soulfull-to-many-cigarettes-followed-by-a-whiskey-chaser sound-all
culminating in a voice as earthy and lusty as it is rich and pure. It is Cage being so
indefinable that defines him and his music - a new hard and edgy genre, so to speak,
and now, Cage will bring his powerhouse music and unique voice to the world.

The Gibson Cage show is just that ---- a SHOW. Feel free to request audio and video
samples of this amazing songwriter, stage performer, showman, and vocalist. Your
audience will feel and understand the driving beats, the heady guitar, and those coarse
but rich vocals.

We’ve attached a few group photos and shots of Gibson to this document.

Check out Gibson on the internet at:

www.GibsonCage.com
www.sonicbids.com/gibsoncage

www.myspace.com/gibsoncagerocks
bookings / management via www.CelebrityDirect.net
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